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PREFACE.

IT is now more than ten years since the last edition of the present

work was issued to the public. Since that time great progress has

been made in the Society's Garden in the examination of fruits,

and much additional experience, as to their real qualities, has

been obtained. One result has been, that the Garden Committee

resolved to discontinue the cultivation of a large number of infe-

rior varieties ; being of opinion that it is useless to grow fruits

of an inferior kind when varieties exist superior to them in

quality and equal in all other respects. Nevertheless it has

not been thought desirable to expunge such varieties altoge-

ther from the catalogue ; they are accordingly preserved in

their places, but are distinguished by the prefix of an 0, instead

of a number, In most other respects this catalogue is printed

upon the same plan as the last, viz :

1. The arrangement of the varieties of each species, and also of

the species themselves, is alphabetical, according to the names in

common use.

2, The names arranged under each species consist both of

those which are retained and of their synonyms ; but these are

distinguished by the former being printed in larger type than

the latter. In order to increase the utility of this part of the

Catalogue, the synonyms are introduced twice ; both in their al-

phabetical position, where they appear in Italics, and also immedi-
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iv PREFACE.

ately following the names that are adopted. The Catalogue will

thus shew at a glance not only of what name any other is a

synonym, but also what all the synonyms are of every name that

is adopted as the one which it is proper to employ.

3. When a sort has been once possessed by the Society, and is

now lost, the name appears without any number being prefixed :

so that an indication is thus afforded of the kinds, which the

Society requires for the completion of the collection.

4. By columns and abbreviations, the meaning of which is

explained under every different kind of fruit, a large number of

the most important characters, by which the varieties are distin-

guished, has been compressed into a very small compass. Thus

in Apples the following line,

511 Oslin . .
| p. y. |

roundish
|
2

|

T
|

1
| Aug. Sept.

signifies that the Oslin is a pale yellow apple of a roundish figure,

of a middling size, used for the dessert, of the first quality, and

ripening in August and September. To these abbreviations a

few useful remarks have often been added in a separate column.

By such means it is hoped that a considerable body of prac-

tically important information will have been introduced.

It will be remarked that the abbreviations, &c. have not been

made use of in regard to every sort that is enumerated. In such

instances no certain information has been yet collected at the

Garden with respect to those varieties the columns of which are

blank ; owing either to the trees not having fruited, or to the

variety having been lost, or to inaccuracies having been dis-

covered in the names of the plants received at the Garden.

These inaccuracies have taken place to an extent of which no one,

who has not personally inspected the progress of investigation,

can form an idea, and have caused more embarrassment than all

other causes taken together. It would in many cases have been

easy to have filled up the blanks from books, or such MSS. of
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the Society as have been collected independently of the Garden ;

but it has been thought better, in order to avoid misconception,

that the characters now given should have been exclusively col-

lected from observation on the very trees from which cuttings

are taken for distribution.

In conclusion, it is due to Mr. Robert Thompson, the Superin-

tendent of the Fruit department in the Garden of the Society, to

state that the value of this Catalogue, whatever it may be, is

principally due to his assiduity and pomological knowledge.

Regent-street,

Nov. 1842.



The following resolution was passed by the Garden Committee

June 6, 1842, and confirmed by the Council on the 4th July,

1842.

u Resolved That those Fellows of the Society who may be de-

sirous of determining the names and qualities of Fruits, be sup-

plied with specimens of such varieties as the Garden of the

Society produces, on application to the Secretary. Not more

than two specimens of any sort to be sent, and the expense of the

package and carriage to be charged to the Fellows making appli-

cation for them. If a second supply of the same fruits should be

required, it is not to be furnished gratuitously."





** In the present edition the following general marks have been employed in

addition to such as are explained under each separate head.

When is prefixed to a name in Roman letters, instead of a number, it signifies that

the variety, having been ascertained to be of an inferior quality, is no longer cultivated

in the Society's Garden.

When a blank precedes a name in Roman letters, instead of a number; it signifies

that the variety has either proved false, or has been lost, or for some other rea-

son is no longer in the Garden ; Correspondents of the Society are therefore in-

vited to send the Society cuttings of such varieties, provided they can vouch for their

authenticity.

The names printed in small Roman letters are the same as that of the sort which

they immediately succeed. Those in Italics are synonyms in the Alphabetical ar-

rangement, and are repeated under the name to which they refer ; thus in the list of

Almonds " Sultan CL ccque tendre, see Doux a coque tendre" signifies that Sultan a c. t.

is the same sort as Doux a c. t., under which variety the former name is repeated

in small letters as a synonym.



CATALOGUE

OF

FRUIT TREES,

I. ALMONDS.

Name.



II. APPLES.

The columns explain, 1. The prevailing colour; 2. The usual

form ; 3. The average size ; 4. The use, whether for Table,

Kitchen, or Cider ; 5. The quality ; 6. The usual season of

perfection; The abbreviations employed are as follow ;

1. PxevaiMny CQlqur. p. pale; d. dark; y. yellow; r. red ; g. green ; rus. russet ;

;br. .brownish.

2. Form. Pearm. Pearraain shaped; i. e. of the form of a truncated cone ; Calv.

Calville shaped, when the ribs of the fruit are particularly prominent.

3. Size. 1. Very large; 2. Middle-sized ; 3. Small.

4. Use. T. Table ;
K. Kitchen ;

C. Cider.

5. Quality. 1. First rate; 2. Second rate ; 3. Indifferent or bad.

Name.



APPLES.

Name.



APPLES.

Name.



APPLRS.

Name.



8 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES.

Name.



10 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 1!

Name.



APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 13

Name.



14 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 15

Name.



16 APPLKS.

Name.



APPLES. 17

Name.



18 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 19

Name.



20 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES, 21

Name.



22 APPLES.

Name.



APPLKS. 23

Name.



24 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 25

Name.



26 APPLES,

Name.



APPLES. 27

Name.



28 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES, 29

Name.



30 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 31

Name.



32 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES 33

Name.



APPLES.

Name.



APPLES, 35

Name.



36 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES 37

Name.



38 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 39

Name.



40 APPLES.

1

Name.



APPLIES. 41

Name.



42 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES.

Name.



44 APPLES.

Name.



APPLES. 45

Name.



46 APPLES.

Name.



III. APRICOTS.

The columns explain 1. The size of the flowers ; 2. The colour of

the fruit ; 3. Its figure ; 4. The quality of its flesh ; 5. Whether
the stone is pervious or impervious ; 6. Whether the kernel is

bitter or sweet. The abbreviations employed are as follow ;

1. Size of the flowers. L. large ; S. small.

2. Prevailing colour, p. pale; d. dark; y. yellow ; r. red; or. orange ; purp.

purple.

5. Stone. P. pervious ; that is having a passage on one side through which a pin

can be pushed; I. impervious.

6. Kernel. B. bitter ;
S. sweet.

Name.



48 APRICOTS.

Name.



APRICOTS. 49

Name.



IV. BERBERRIES.

These are extremely similar in quality ; their names express

their differences.

1. Common Red.

Epine-Vinette, or Vinetier commun.

2. Large Red.

Vinetier a gros fruit rouge.

3. Stoneless.

Maiden

Vinetier sans noyau.

Berberis vulgai is asperma.

4. Pale-fruited.

White.

Yellow.

Vinetier h fruit blanc.

5. Purple.

Vinetier H fruit violet.

Sweet. This did not appear to differ from the Common Red.



-
V. CHERRIES.

The columns explain 1. The prevailing colour of the fruit ; 2. Its

form ; 3. Its usual size ; 4. Whether the variety is adapted for

cultivation as a standard or requires a wall ; 5. The use to

which it is most commonly applied ; 6. The Quality ; 7. The
character of the flesh ; 8. The usual period of ripening. The
abbreviations employed are as follow;

1. Prevailing colour.

amber coloured.

d. dark ; p. pale ; bl. blackish ; y. yellow ; r. red ; amb.

2. Form, heart, heart-shaped; obt. heart, obtuse heart-shaped ; round, roundish;

long, heart, longish heart-shaped.

3. Usual size. 1. Large; 2. Middle-sized ; 3. Small.

4. Situation. W. Wall ; St. Standard.

5. Use. T. Table ;
K. Kitchen.

6. Quality. 1. Good; 2. Middling; 3. Indifferent or bad.

7. Flesh. Half- tend, half-tender.

8. Season or period of ripening . b. beginning; m. middle; e. end of the months to

which these are prefixed.

Name.



CHERRIES.



CHERRIES.

Name.



54 CHERRIES.

Name.



CHERRIES. 55

Name.



56 CHERRIES.

Name.



CHERRIES. 57



58 CHERRIES.



CHERRIES. 59



60 CHERRIES.

Name.



CHERRIES, 61

Name.



62 CHERRIES.

Name.



CHERRIES. 63

Name.



64 CHERRIES.

Name.



CHERRIES. 65



VI. CHESNUTS.

Most of these being now in a bearing state, the occurrence of a
favourable season will render it possible to form a proper esti-

mation of their respective merits.

1 American.

Canterbury.
2 Chataignier Ancisse.

3 Bogue Molle.
4 a Bois Jaime.
5 & Bois Vert.

(j Bretonne.

7 Crosniere.

Lucienne.

8 Noire.

9 Pourtalonne.

10 Prime.

1 1 Rallue.

12 Vert de Limousin.
13 Chinquapin, Common.
14 Prince's.

15 Common.
Chataignier des Bois.

16 Devonshire.
Prolific

New Prolific

17 Dovvnton.
Knight's Prolific.

Lewis's.

18 Lisbon.

Marron Ordinaire.

19 Coriiu.

20 Masters's.

Prolific, see Devonshire.

Knighfs, see Downton.

New, see Devonshire.



VII. CURRANTS.

It is scarcely possible to describe in columns the differences by
which Currants are distinguished. The sorts most worth cul-

tivating are marked with ^.

1. BLACK CURRANTS.

Wild Black.

1 Black Grape.
Ogden's Black Grape.

2 f Black Naples. Larger than any other variety of Black Currant.
New Black.

3 Common Black.
Cassis, (of the French).

Green Fruited Black. Fruit of a dingy
pallid colour and of no value.

4 Russian Green.

2. RED CURRANTS.

Common Red.
Groseiller Rouge a Petit Fruit.

Ordinaire a Fruit Rouge.
5 f Red Dutch.

Large Red Dutch.
New Red Dutch.

Large Red.

Large Bunched Red.

Long Bunched Red.
Morgan's Red.
Red Grape.
Groseiller Rouge a Gros Fruit.

6 f Knight's Large Red. Larger than the Red Dutch.
Knight's No. 3.

7 f Knight's Sweet Red Currant. Less acid than the others,

8 Knight's Early Red.
Knight's No. 7-

9 Champagne.
Groseiller a Fruit Couleur de Chair.

10 Striped Fruited. Fruit distinctly striped with white and red.
Grosse Weiss und Rothgestreifte Johannisbeere.

Striped Leaved.

Variegated Leaved.
Rock Currant.

Woolly-leaved Currant.
Red Marsh Mallow -leaved Currant.
Ribes petraeum.

3 WHITE CURRANTS.

Common White.
Groseiller a Fruit Blanc.

11 f White Dutch.
New White Dutch.
Jeeves's White.

Morgan's White.
White Chrystal.
White Leghorn.
Pearl White, (ofsome).

12 Pearl White.
Blanc Perle.

13 Speary's White.



VIII. FIGS.

Less is perhaps practically known of Figs than of any other kind
of fruit extensively cultivated ; a circumstance which no doubt
arises from our climate being ill adapted to their cultivation.

The characters now introduced are taken from the colour, form,'

size, and quality of the fruit. The abbreviations are as follow ;

1. Colour, d. dark ; p. pale ; br. brown; g. green; v. violaceous; w. whitish;

y. yellowish.

2. Form, round, roundish, or of a flatly-turbinate shape ; round, ob. roundish-

obovate ; pyr. pyriform.

3. Size. 1. Large; 2. Middle-sized; 3. Small.

4. Quality. 1. Good; 2. Middling; 3. Indifferent.

Name.



FIGS, 69

Name.



70 PIGS.

Name.



IX. GOOSEBERRIES.

The columns explain 1. The prevailing colour of the fruit ; 2. The
usual nature of its surface ; 3. Its form

; 4. Its size ; 5. Its

quality ; 6. Under the head of branches, what the habit of the

bush is. In regard to the second column it is necessary to

remark that some varieties marked smooth will not always
come so, but in some soils and situations will have the surface

thinly set with hairs ; again, although many varieties are

decidedly hispid under all circumstances, yet there are others

which occasionally produce fruit both slightly hispid and
smooth on the same plant ; in these cases the most general

appearance has been inserted. The abbreviations employed
are as follow ;

1. Colour, r. red; w. white; y. yellow ; g. green ; p. pale ; d. dark.

2. Surface, s. smooth ; d. downy ; h. hispid or rough.

5. Quality. 1. First Rate; 2. Moderately good; 3. Indifferent, or bad.

6. Branches, e. erect
; p. pendulous ; sp. spreading.

Name.



72 GOOSEBERRIES.

Name.



GOOSEBERRIES. 73

Name. Remarks.

Dark Red, Large.
Dr. Davis's Upright, see Re

Champagne.
Defiance, Cook's, see Fisher's

Conqueror.
Defiance, Worthington's
Delight, Weedham's

Needham's Delight.
Double bearing, Eckersley'

see Red Walnut.

Downy Yellow.

Drap d'Or.
Duck Wing, Buerdsill's

Dudley and Ward
Duke of York, Allcock's, see

Leigh's Rifleman.
Dumpling, see Scotch best

Jam.
29 Dusty Miller, Stringer's
(30 Earl Grosvenor

,J1 Early Black
32 Early Green Hairy .

Early Green.
Green Gascoigne.

Early Rough Red
Early Red.

[33 Early White .

Elijah, Lovart's .

Elisha, Lovart's

Emperor Napoleon, Rival

Evergreen, Perring's
Fame
Farmer, see Chapman's Jolly

Farmer.
Farmer's Glory, Berry's
Favorite, Bates'

. Favorite, Smith's
38 Fig, White
39 First Rate, Parkinson's

Fowler, Grundy's
Fudler, Leigh's

Gascoigne Green, see Early
Green Hairy.

(40 Gascoigne, White.

George the Fourth, see Re
Champagne.

Gibraltar .

Glenton Green
York Seedling.

Globe, Green .

Globe, Hopley's .

Globe, Large Red
Globe, Small Red .

Smooth Scotch.

42 Globe, Yellow.
Globe Yellow, (of some), see

Rumbullion.

Glorious, Bell's

Speechly's Highwayman
Glory of England
Glory of Kingston .

Glory of Oldham

y.

. w
r.

r

g

obovate

oblong

obovate

oblong

obovate
obovate

oblong
round

round, obi

roundish
roundish
roundish
obovate

oblong
obovate

obovate

oblong
oundish ob
obovate
oval

obovate

oblong

oblong
oblong

round
round
roundish
roundish

obovate
roundish

oblong

large

large

large

large

middle

large
middle
small

middle

arge

arge

arge

arge

arge
middle
middle
mall

arge
n iddie

middle

middle
niddle

nail

rge

arge
mall

rge
iddle

ddle

2 I p.
3

| p. |Bad bearer.

2 I e. (Late.

3 I p.

2 I p.
2 p.
2 p.
1 sp. |Early

and good.

2 sp.

l|sp.

2
2 I p. (Good bearer,

3 sp.

'

3
I p.

late.

Jood bearer.

2 I Sp.
1 sp. Rich but a ten-

2 p.

3 sp.
3 I p.

3
I p.

I-3 p.
2 I e.

1

good;
leaves pubescent

Coarse.

(Sharp rich fla-

vour.

3 p.
3 sp. (Bad bearer.

2 sp.



74 GOOSEBERRIES.

Name.



GOOSEBERRIES 75

Name.



76 GOOSEBERRIES.

Name.



GOOSEBERRIES. 77

Name.



78 GOOSEBERRIES.

Names.



GOOSEBERRIES. 79

Names.



80 GOOSEBERRIES.

Name.



X. GRAPES.

Much difference of opinion exists respecting the comparative
merits, as well as the nomenclature, of many of the varieties

of Grapes. In order speedily to obtain sufficient knowledge
on this subject, it is evident that a considerable extent of glass
is requisite. In the mean time, the ascertained, generally
known and acknowledged merits and characters of a con-
siderable number have been given ; others less certain have
been left without attaching any remark till circumstances
admit of the whole being progressively examined. The ab-

breviations are as follow ;

Colour, bl. blackish ; g. green ; p. pale ; d. dark ; pur. purple ; w. white ;

y. yellowish; r. reddish.

Quality. 1, good; 2, middling ; 3, indifferent or bad.

Situation, h. hothouse ; v. vinery ; w. wall.

Bunch, comp. compact.

Name.



82 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES. 83

Name.



84 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES. 85

Name.



86 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES. 87

Name.



88 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES, 89

Name.



90 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES. 91

Name.



92 GRAPES,

Name.



GRAPES.

Name.



94 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES. 95

Name.



96 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES. 97

Name.



98 GRAPES.

Name.



GRAPES, 99

Name.



XII. MELONS.

In arranging these for classification it has been found difficult, in

consequence of their constant tendency to sport, to fix upon
permanent characters. Those which have been employed are

1, Season, or period of ripening; 2, Quality as to bearing;
3, Colour ; 4, Character of the rind, whether thick or thin ;

5, Colour of the flesh ; 6, Average weight when well grown.
The column of remarks is occupied by notes upon their respec-
tive qualities. P. after a name signifies that the sort is Persian.

The abbreviations are ;

3. Colour, g. y. greenish yellow ; p. pale ;

5. Flesh, g. y. greenish yellow; g. w. greenish white; p. pale.

Name.



MELONS. 101

Name.



WATER MELONS.

Red-fleshed Water Melon.
Yellow-fleshed Ditto Ditto.

XIII. MULBERRIES.

The Common Mulberry is the only sort worthy of cultivation for

the sake of the Fruit. The Red Mulberry is the one that
would rank next to it, but its merit., even in America, its na-
tive country, is so inferior as to render its enumeration unne-

cessary, as is likewise the case with all the other species.

1 Common Mulberry.
Black.
Female.
Murier Noir.



XIV. NUTS.

The Constantinople Nut, (Corylus colurna), and the Cuckold Nut,

(Corylus rostrata), have not been included in the following
enumeration; neither of them being worthy of cultivation in

the Fruit Garden. The former seldom bears in this country,
and the nut of the latter is small and worthless. The Filberts

are those kinds with long husks, extending considerably beyond
the nut ; formerly the red and the white Filberts were the

kinds particularly denominated by this term, but in consequence
of the increase of cross-bred varieties, the husks of which de-

viate from the shortness of those of the nuts, and approach in

length those of the Filberts, the distinction between them is

now rendered inevident. It may be remarked that Nuts were

formerly divided into " Short bearded," and "
Long, or Full

bearded ;" from the latter, Filbert appears to have been derived,
and a term of analogous signification will be found among the

German Synonyms. The abbreviations are as follow ;

1. Form. ov. oval; obi. oblong; comp. compressed; round, ov. roundish oval.

2. Size. 1, large; 2, middle; 3, small.

3. Husk. h. hispid; s. smooth, or nearly so.

Name.



104 NUTS.

Name.



XV. NECTARINES.

The Leaves, Flowers, and Adhesiveness of the flesh to the stone,
afford the most certain and permanently distinguishing cha-
racters among Nectarines, as well as Peaches. The Leaves are

either serrated, without glands ; crenated, with globose glands ;

or crenated, with reniform glands. The Flowers are either large
or small. The Flesh either firmly adhering to the stone, or part-

ing readily from it, constituting the divisions of clingstone and

melting Nectarines. A classification founded on such cha-

racters has proved of great utility in the investigation of these

Fruits. By attending to them all the greatest errors may be

easily detected, and a Newington or Violette Hative will not,

indifferently, find currency for a Roman. A somewhat roundish
form being applicable to all Nectarines the column for such has

been dispensed with. The abbreviations are as follow ;

Leaves. S. serrated without glands ; G. having globose glands ; R. with reniform

glands.

Flowers. L. large ;
S. small.

Flesh. C. clingstone, the flesh every where firmly adhering ; M. melting, the flesh

separating from the stone.

Colour, b. brownish ;
d. dark ; p, pale ; g. greenish ; o. orange ; r. red ; w. whitish ;

y. yellow.

Size. 1. large; 2. middle-sized ; 3. small.

Quality. 1. first-rate; 2. second or indifferent.

Season, b. beginning ; m. middle ; e. end of the months to which they are prefixed.

Name.



106 NECTARINES.

Name.



NECTARINES. 107

Name.



108 NECTARINES.

Name.



XVI. PEACHES.

The difficulty of knowing Peaches by their fruit alone, without

attending to their leaves and flowers., accounts for the great
number of different names under which the principal sorts are
to be found. Suspicions may perhaps be excited as to the cor-
rectness of many of the synonyms now made, but it is found

impossible to arrive at any other conclusions than those here

adopted, after the strictest investigation of the leaves, flowers

and fruit and comparison of authorities. The abbreviations are
the same as those of Nectarines.

Name.



no PEACHES.

Name.



PEACHES. Ill

Name.



112 PEACHES.

Name.



PEACHES. 113

Name.



114 PEACHES,

Name.



PEACHES. 115

Name.



116 PEACHES.

Name.



PEACHES. 117

Name.



118 PEACHES.

Name.



PEACHES. 119

Name.



120 PEACHES.

Name.



XVII. PEARS.

The new and superior sorts added to this important class of fruits

have proved most valuable acquisitions. The greater part of

them have been obtained from Belgium, and have far exceeded
the expectations generally formed of them on their first intro-

duction, especially as regards their adaptation to this climate,
in which many, instead of requiring the assistance of walls, as

all the best old sorts do, produce abundantly and in great per-
fection on standards, a property also possessed by many valua-

ble varieties raised by the late Mr. Knight. A knowledge of

the excellence of these new kinds, has occasioned a great num-
ber of the old sorts, formerly reckoned very good, to be now
marked as only second rate in the following list. It is necessary
to observe that varieties esteemed of the highest excellence by
some, are deemed inferior by others. In general this diversity
of opinion is owing to difference of soil, situation, or climate ;

for, if these are unfavourable, a variety that proves to be first-

rate, when produced under favourable circumstances, is often

found inferior to one that, although second rate, is more hardy.
Where kinds of secondary or inferior quality are marked as

table-fruit in the following enumeration, it may be understood
as only indicating their having been used as such, and being of

a nature rather adapted for that than for Perry, or kitchen use.

In regard to situation it may be necessary to state, that those

marked as succeeding as standards, are calculated to do so in

the southern and midland parts of the kingdom, or even consi-

derably more to the northward in particularly well sheltered

places. The abbreviations are as follow :

Prevailing Colour, p. pale ; d. dark ; b. brown ; y. yellow ; r. red ; g. green ;

rus. russet.

Form. pyr. pyriform ; obt. pyr. obtuse pyriform.

Size. 1, large ; 2, middle ; 3, small.

Use. K. kitchen; T. table; P. perry,

Texture. C. crisp ; B. buttery; J. juicy; T. tender, such as are softer than the

crisp, yet not so fine as the buttery.

Quality. 1, first rate; 2, second rate; 3, indifferent or bad.

Situation. W. wall
; S. standard.

R



122 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 123



124 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 125

Name.



126 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 127

Name.



128 PKARS.



PEARS. 129



130 PEARS.

Name.



PKARS. 131

Name.



132 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 133

Name.



134 PEARS.



PEARS. 135



136 PEARS.



PEARS. 137

Name.



138 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 139



140 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 141

Name.



142 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 143



144 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 145

Name.



146 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 147



148 PEARS.



PEARS. 149

Name.



150 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 151

Name.



152 PEARS.

Name.



PEARS. 153



154 PEARS.

Name.



XVIII. PINE APPLES.

These are distinguished by the relative length of the spines of their

leaves, the colour of their flowers, and the form of their fruit, to

which their average weight and qualities are added. The ab-

breviations are as follow :

Spines. L. large ; M. middle-sized ; S. small ; O. none.

Form of the Fruit.
~

cyl. cylindrical ; pyr. pyramidal ; obi. oblong.

Quality. 1. Best; 2. Second-rate; 3. Middling or bad.

Name.



156 PINE APPLES.

Name.



PINE APPLES. 157

Name.



158 PINE APPLES.

Name.



PINE APPLES. 159

Name.



XIX. PLUMS.

A classification, derived from the following differences which
exist among Plums, has been found useful in clearing up, to

some considerable extent, the great confusion which prevailed

among this class of fruits : Shoots downy or smooth ; Leaves

pubescent above or glabrous; Fruit purple or pale ; round,

oblong or obovate; Flesh adhering to the stone: or separating
from it. These afford the means of forming thirty-two subdi-

visions; the task of comparison being reduced in proportion.

Many varieties yet remain to be fruited ; but in the meantime
an excellent selection may be made from those already ascer-

tained. The abbreviations employed are as follow :

Wood. s. smooth ; d. downy.

Colour, p. purple ; y. yellow : g. green ; r. red ; w. white or whitish.

Size. 1. large; 2. middle-sized; 3. small.

Stone, adh. adhering to the flesh ; sep. separating.

Quality, 1. first rate; 2. middling; 3. bad.

Use. T. table ; K. kitchen ;
P. preserving.

Season, b. beginning ;
m. middle ; e. end of the months to which these are pre-

fixed.

Name.



PLUMS. 161

Name.



162 PLUMS.

Name.



PLUMS. 16:3

Name.



164 PLUMS.

Name.



PLUMS. 165

Name.



166 PLUMS.



PLUMS 167

Name.



168 PLUMS.

Name.



PLUMS. 169

Name.



170 PLUMS.

Name.



PLUMS. 171

Name.



172 PLUMS.

Name.



XXI. RASPBERRIES.

From the facility with which they spring from seeds, numerous
accidental varieties of raspberries are doubtless to be found
which are not included in the following enumeration. It may
however be said of the Red and of the Yellow Antwerp, that

they hold a similar rank in this class of fruits to that occupied
by the Red and White Dutch among currants ; and although
some may be found to equal them, yet it is doubtful whether

they are as yet exceeded by any. The abbreviations are as

follow :

Colour, r. red
; y. yellow ; w. white.

Quality, l.best; 2. middling; 3. indifferent.

Name. Remarks.

1 Antwerp, Red ....
Burley
Late Bearing

1

Antwerp.
Knevett's Antwerp.
Framboisier Rouge & Gros Fruit.

2 Antwerp, Yellow
White Antwerp.
Double Bearing Yellow.

3 Barnet
Cornwall's Prolific.

Cornwall's Seedling.
Cornwall's Red.
Large Red.
Lord Exmouth's.

4 Bromley Hill ....
Burley, see Red Antwerp.
Cane, Brentford . . . *

Cane, Red ....
Cane, Rough .

Cane, Smooth . . , .

Common Red . . . . i .

Old Red.
Wild Red.

5 Cornish .....
Cornwall's Prolific, see Barnet.

Cornwall's Red, see ib.

Cornwall's Seedling, see id.

6 Cox's Honey . . , .

}
.

Double Bearing . . .;.

Red Double Bearing.
Perpetual Bearing.
Siberian.
Late Cane.

Double Bearing Red, Williams's
Pitmaston.

Jilliard's Seedling .
,

, ;
.

Large Red, see Barnet.
Lord Exmouth's, see Red Antwerp.
Malta, Red.
Old Red, see Common Red.

r.

w.

y.w
r.

r.

r.

Very fine and large, but does not
bear carriage so well as the Red Ant-

werp.

Bears in clusters along the stems.

Has the merit of bearing late in the

Resembles the preceding, but seems
rather tender.



174 RASPBERRIES.

Name.



STRAWBERRIES. 175

Name.



176 STRAWBERRIES.

Name.



STRAWBERRIES, 177

CLASS III. PINE STRAWBERRIES.

Name.



178 STRAWBERRIES.

Name.



STRAWBERRIES, 179

CLASS IV. CHILI STRAWBERRIES.

Name.



180 STRAWBERRIES

Name.



STRAWBERRIES. 181

CLASS VII. ALPINE OR WOOD STRAWBERRIES.

The best of these are the Red and White Wood, and the Red
arid White Alpine. The latter are apt to degenerate and assume
the characters of the Wood varieties.

With Runners.

Name.



XXIII. WALNUTS.

1 Common Walnut .

Noyer Ordinaire.

2 Duck Nut.
3 Hfttif.

4 Highflyer .

5 Large Fruited
Double Walnut.
French Walnut.

A Coque Tendre.
Noyer Mesange.

6 Tardif.
Juglans Regia serotina.

Noyer de St. Jean.

Thin Shelled.

7 Yorkshire

Among those raised from seed, varieties are to be found
which bear and ripen better than some of the following
larger sorts.

Middle sized, fills well and ripens early.

Shell tender, not so well filled as those of the other va-
rieties.

Not double, but of a good size, fills and ripens well
shell moderately thin.

THE END.
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